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Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

UNO-Resolution 1325

National Action Plan for

the Implementation of

UN Security Council

Resolution 1325

KOFF Gender Websites

SUIPPCOL

KOFF - Dealing with

the Past Websites

Swiss Contribution to the Implementation of
UN Resolution 1325 in Colombia
How do Swiss actors implement UN Resolution 1325 in Colombia? On which of
its three main areas are they focusing: women’s participation in peace proces-
ses, gender specific violence or gender mainstreaming? What have been the
successes so far, what challenges have arisen, and what best practices have
been identified?

These were the questions discussed on 1 October at a day-long KOFF workshop.
With the help of a specially prepared analysis grid, four Swiss NGOs and a
representative of Political Affairs Division IV of the Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs (FDFA, PA IV) provided insights into the strategies on which their activi-
ties are based, speaking openly about the opportunities and difficulties they
encounter at the level of implementation.

This workshop enabled the promotion of an important mutual learning and stra-
tegy process for the Federal Administration and the NGOs, and helped to identify
both operational potentials and political limits. The findings and ideas of the
Swiss organizations will be discussed with representatives of the Swiss pro-
gram SUIPPCOL and Colombian women’s organizations for peace on 2 Decem-
ber. It will then be decided how exactly to continue the mutual learning process.

01.10.2009

Dealing with the Past in Post-Conflict Societies
KOFF conducted a training devoted to the subject of „Dealing with the Past in
Post-Conflict Societies – a Holistic Approach“. Applying the ‚Joinet-Orentlicher
Principles’, the 21 participants advised Sita Magar, a fictive example of a victim
of torture and rape from Nepal, on how to exercise her right to compensation.
They also considered the question of whether or not chief of police Kedar
Sharma should be relieved of his office for having ordered his men to beat up
peaceful demonstrators on the streets. The discussion addressed whether or not
former king Gyanendra, or the Maoist leader Prachanda, should or could be
criminally prosecuted for thousands of disappearances during the civil war.

The discussion also focused on the complex relationship between perpetrators
and victims. Working in groups, the participants looked at the various aspects of
a process of reconciliation, which often lacks security and involves anxiety and
frustration, but also generosity and courage. The expert Pierre Hazan talked about
the relationship between peace and justice, stressing their complementary na-
ture. Indeed, as long as the perpetrators of massive human rights violations
during wars and dictatorships go unpunished, peace and reconciliation will re-
main an illusion, he said.

mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.un.org/events/res_1325e.pd
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/KOFF/Newsletter/2007/background_material/58/1325/CHNAP_1325_Broschuere_def_d.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/KOFF/Newsletter/2007/background_material/58/1325/CHNAP_1325_Broschuere_def_d.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/KOFF/Newsletter/2007/background_material/58/1325/CHNAP_1325_Broschuere_def_d.pdf
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/gender-and-peacebuilding/index.html
http://www.suippcol.ch/joomla/
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/dealing-with-the-past-and-reconciliation/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/dealing-with-the-past-and-reconciliation/index.html
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Further information:

KOFF Marcel von Arx

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

Further information:

KOFF Cordula Reimann

KOFF: Peacebuilding

and International

Cooperation

CDA

CDA: Reflecting on

Peace Practice (RPP)

zivik

SIDA

SIDA: Civil Society

Center

Case studies from all over the world, presented by Sonja Bachmann of Caritas,
rounded off the training session and provided the participants with motivation to
create their own NGO programs on Dealing with the Past. These studies included
the challenges facing the Moroccan Truth Commission and the many hurdles
which confront victims in Guatemala with regard to their right to know the truth,
to justice and reparations. The case studies left no doubt about the importance of
a holistic approach that involves all key actors, about the extreme complexity of
questions of sequence and the timing of individual measures, about the fact that
NGOs are best placed to know the needs of village communities, and about the
difficulty involved in finding the necessary financial resources for Dealing with
the Past initiatives. Participants, mainly from NGOs, are due to test their know-
how and delve deeper into these and other daily work experiences, in collabora-
tion with KOFF trainers, at a „practice day“ in March 2010. 21.10.2009

Reflecting on Peace Practice (RPP) on the Move
KOFF conducted an introductory workshop on Reflecting on Peace Practice (RPP)
in mid-October on a mandate from the Civil Conflict Transformation Program
(zivik) of the Institute for Foreign Cultural Relations (IFA) in Berlin. This was follo-
wed at the end of October by a five-day RPP training course for the Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA). The training was for SIDA’s
own staff as well as for national and international partner organizations in West
and East Africa, and in Southeast Asia.

Both of these interactive training sessions showed how to strategically plan and
implement peacebuilding activities so as to make an effective and sustainable
contribution to social change. The focus was on the application of a so-called
RPP matrix to actual peacebuilding projects and programs. Participants learned
how to make use of various RPP instruments such as systemic conflict analysis,
theories of change and criteria of effectiveness. In addition to the specific coun-
try experiences and programs of the participants from the Middle East, South
Asia and West Africa, Burundi and its local peace initiatives served as a case
study for group work and discussions. 20.10.2009

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEFORE

BEFORE: reports

Crisis in Guinea: BEFORE Met US State Department
In the wake of the tragic events in the West African country Guinea on 28th of
September the international community is working along with local partners to
help Guineans overcome the tragic experiences and promote stability. In mid-
October Dane Smith, member of BEFORE’s Advisory Committee for West Africa
and project staff, met with high level representatives of the West Africa office in
the United States Department of State to share insights into the current situation
in Guinea and discuss collaboration opportunities in the future. The US Depart-
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mailto:marcel.vonarx@swisspeace.ch
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.cdainc.com
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
http://www.ifa.de/foerderprogramme/zivik/
http://www.sida.se/English/
http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=594&language=en_US
http://www.sida.se/sida/jsp/sida.jsp?d=594&language=en_US
http://beforeproject.org/
http://beforeproject.org/our-work/publications/
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International Conventi-
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Enforced Disappearance

Status of Ratification

Working Group On En-

forced Disappearances
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Working Group

The Missing: A Major

ICRC Initiative

Argentina Forensic Team

International Commissi-

on on Missing Persons

The International

Coalition Against En-

forced Disappearances

TRIAL: Enforced

Disappearances

UNMIK: Gjakova

mothers end hunger

strike

Focus

ment of State is supportive of the work of regional and international bodies and
the participation of civil society in Guinea, particularly of the work of General
Lamine Cissé (ret.) of Senegal conducting a consultancy for BEFORE on the secu-
rity sector. BEFORE representatives emphasized the marked increase in the
strength and internal cohesiveness of Guinean civil society today and pointed out
that international female physicians could provide urgently needed medical care.
They also handed over the BEFORE Guinea assessment mission report, the Con-
solidation of Peace workshop report and the Guinea Action Plan developed by
local Guineans. All those documents are accessible online. 23.10.2009

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information:

BEFORE

Heinz Krummenacher

Missing Persons: International Norms and
Current Challenges
In many violent conflicts people disappear. Not only those who disap-
pear are victims but also their relatives. Often the perpetrators are not
held to account. There has been considerable progress in recent years at
the level of international norms for the prevention and dealing with
these crimes. More attention is also being paid to the rights of the rela-
tives. Many challenges remain however.

On the International Day of the Disappeared, the 30 August 2009, six mothers
began a hunger strike in Pristina which lasted several days. Their sons had disap-
peared in 1999 during the conflict in Kosovo. The demonstration of the mothers
took place outside the Kosovo Forensic Institute, where the remains of 426 victims
yet to be identified are conserved.

Consequences for the relatives

Just like these mothers in Kosovo, so all over the world there are tens of thou-
sands of families not knowing what happened with their disappeared relatives.
Most of the families, left to deal with their feelings and uncertainties alone, suffer
from stress-related disturbances and may also be subject to social isolation. For
the victims of enforced disappearances are not just the missing persons themsel-
ves but also their relatives. It can mean problems of survival for families left
without the main bread earner. The wives are suffering from their unclear legal
status, for if recognized as widows they would be entitled to a pension and could
remarry. Ownership rights may also be unclear, until missing persons can be
declared legally dead. In the case of missing women, they often suffered sexual
violence and those who return may therefore be subject to ostracism. Additional-
ly there is the problem of impunity of perpetrators, for many continue to possess
enough power and influence to enable them to obstruct efforts to deal with their
past crimes. If these perpetrators are increasingly being held responsible today, it
is to a great extent due to the tireless efforts of the victims’ families and human
rights activists. These have helped not only to shed light on the fate of the victims,

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/disappearance-convention.htm
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/disappearance-convention.htm
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/disappearance-convention.htm
http://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetails.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=IV-16&chapter=4&lang=en
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/disappear/index.htm
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/disappear/index.htm
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/disappear/docs/A.HRC.10.9.pdf
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/issues/disappear/docs/A.HRC.10.9.pdf
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/themissing
http://www.icrc.org/web/eng/siteeng0.nsf/htmlall/themissing
http://www.eaaf.org/
http://www.ic-mp.org/
http://www.ic-mp.org/
http://www.icaed.org/
http://www.icaed.org/
http://www.icaed.org/
http://www.trial-ch.org/de/internationales-recht/verschwindenlassen-von-personen.html
http://www.trial-ch.org/de/internationales-recht/verschwindenlassen-von-personen.html
http://www.unmikonline.org/DPI/LocalMed.nsf/0/E2AF60F375A0FC16C12576330028E9DB/$FILE/lmm160909.pdf
http://www.unmikonline.org/DPI/LocalMed.nsf/0/E2AF60F375A0FC16C12576330028E9DB/$FILE/lmm160909.pdf
http://www.unmikonline.org/DPI/LocalMed.nsf/0/E2AF60F375A0FC16C12576330028E9DB/$FILE/lmm160909.pdf
mailto:heinz.krummenacher@swisspeace.ch
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to rehabilitate survivors and bring perpetrators to justice, but through their com-
mitment have also set new standards in international law.

International efforts

In reaction to the increasing frequency of disappearances and the problem of
impunity the United Nations Human Rights Commission created in 1980 the
Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances (UNWGEID). In 1992
the UN General Assembly adopted a Declaration on the Protection of All Persons
from Enforced Disappearance. Thereafter, a draft convention was prepared, and
adopted by the General Assembly in 2006. The convention was drafted with the
help of the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) as well as various
non-governmental organizations and victims groups, many of which are today
members of the International Coalition against Enforced Disappearances
(ICAED). They are doing their best to ensure ratification of the new convention.

UN Convention for the Protection of All Persons
from Enforced Disappearance

On the basis of existing international customary law the convention makes it
clear that enforced disappearances are not only a serious violation of human
rights but also a crime which the states parties must prevent, investigate, prose-
cute and punish. In so far as preventive measures are concerned the convention
contains universally recognized binding norms and regulations that are applica-
ble both nationally and internationally. The convention outlines procedures for
the extradition of perpetrators, defines lengthy statutes of limitations and calls
for international cooperation. Thus, it corresponds to the current state of interna-
tional criminal law. Since enforced disappearances are recognized in the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court as a crime against humanity, effective
international prosecution is now possible. The convention also includes a moni-
toring mechanism with urgent attention procedures.

There have been noticeable improvements in the recognition of victims’ rights,
including the right to know the truth and the right to reparations for victims,
which is being extended to their families. To date 81 states have signed the
convention and 16 countries have ratified it. Yet, 20 ratifications are needed
before it comes into force. Switzerland has supported this convention but has
not yet signed. The Swiss government states that it only signs international law
treaties when it is sure that it will be able to ratify and implement them. The
implementation of the convention would in fact require significant changes in
current legislation.

Practical significance

In many countries efforts are undertaken to integrate the norms created by the
UN Declaration of 1992 and the subsequent Convention against Enforced Disap-
pearances in national legislation, to apply them and to make real efforts to find
out what happened to missing persons. In 2003 the ICRC organized an interna-
tional conference on all aspects of this question and thereafter drafted of a
model law. Bosnia-Herzegovina adopted a law based on this model in 2004,
enabling one year later the creation of the Missing Persons Institute, which was
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KOFF Christian Gebhart

Further information:

KOFF Jonathan Sisson

given the task of investigating the fate of 30,000 persons reported as missing.
The law also established standards for exhumations, the return of mortal re-
mains, and reparations. However it has many shortcomings in terms of practical
implementation. At present the fate of 13,000 persons is still unknown.

Real progress has been made in efforts to find and identify missing persons
thanks to DNA analyses, forensic support from archaeology and anthropology,
and the efforts of specialized organizations such as the International Commission
for Missing Persons (ICMP) and the Argentine Forensic Anthropology Team. Even
so, the fate of many disappeared persons will remain unknown forever. The em-
phasis must therefore also be on preventing such crimes in the future. Thanks to
the efforts outlined above the framework conditions that govern the search for
missing persons have changed, enforced disappearances are proscribed, the rights
of both victims and their relatives are better enforced and perpetrators are being
held to account for the crimes of the past. 23.10.2009
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Geneva Declaration

News from Swiss NGOs
Civil Society Engagement with
Armed Violence and Development
As part of its ongoing work to enhance civil society engagement in the imple-
mentation of the goals of the Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and Deve-
lopment, the Quaker United Nations Office (QUNO) in Geneva hosted a civil soci-
ety workshop, 28 - 29 September. Entitled „Next Steps for Civil Society Involvement
in the Geneva Declaration Process“, the meeting brought together representa-
tives from a range of organizations from around the world. It coincided with the
publication of the recent report by the UN Secretary General Ban Ki Moon, en-
titled „Promoting Development through the Reduction and Prevention of Armed
Violence“, and provided an opportunity for practical engagement with the obser-
vations and recommendations of the report.

The meeting presented a chance for civil society organization representatives to
foster links with likeminded colleagues and to coordinate the development of
strategic engagement with the Geneva Declaration process. It had the objective
of providing participants with concrete goals and next steps to inform future
work, which would build on previous meetings. Through working groups, partici-
pants centered on three central strategic directions: Advocacy, to raise aware-
ness of and action on the armed violence and development (AVD) agenda; net-
working, to broaden the number and range of actors focusing on AVD related
issues; good practice, to consolidate the knowledge and experience of the AVD
community.

Debate and discussion by the three working groups established a clear frame-
work of work for the following 18-24 months. Participants agreed that it was

mailto:christian.gebhart@swisspeace.ch
mailto:jonathan.sisson@swisspeace.ch
http://www.genevadeclaration.org
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Palmyrah

Event: Sri Lanka -

aktuelle Entwicklungen,

Bemühungen um Frieden

essential to raise awareness of the AVD agenda in the run up to the Millennium
Development Goal’s (MDG) 2010 review conference. Furthermore, that for such
activities the Secretary General’s report was an important instrument in addres-
sing the MDG-AVD nexus. Participants made a commitment to sustain the mo-
mentum produced in their relevant working group through the ‘Community of
Practice’, an electronic platform created for the dissemination of information and
continued discussion of issues related to the AVD agenda. In particular, the mee-
ting took note that the presentation of the Secretary General’s report to the
General Assembly on 16 November 2009 offers an early opportunity for civil
society organizations to support GD signatory states in their efforts to see the
AVD agenda addressed at the international level. 12.10.2009

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further information:

QUNO Tom Richardson

Project Visit by Palmyrah
The long-standing ecumenical partnership project Palmyrah runs training centers
for young women who drop out of primary education, as well as pre-school
lessons and general coaching for disadvantaged children in Tamil speaking areas
of Sri Lanka, mainly in Jaffna but also in the Eastern Province (Ampara) and in
the tea-growing areas of the Central Highlands. Thanks to local project coordina-
tor Thaya Thiagarajah, one of the few Tamil trauma specialists in Sri Lanka,
Palmyrah has recently also been focusing on trauma work.

During a visit lasting from 19 to 28 September, a Swiss delegation consisting of
the new coordinator Nathalie Peyer and a member of the board was allowed
only to visit the projects in the East and in the Central Province. The government
of Sri Lanka rejected its request to travel to Jaffna and Vavuniya. In the latter city
the delegation had planned discussions with local NGOs that are carrying out
important psychosocial work in some parts of the camps where some 300,000
internally displaced persons (IDPs) live.

Despite the travel restrictions, the visit provided Palmyrah with useful informa-
tion on future project collaboration and allowed networking with other NGOs.
The need to provide urgent psychosocial assistance to a generation scarred by
war was one of the main topics of discussion. In an effort to improve the future
of the severely traumatized Tamil population, Palmyrah is planning a six-month
program to train psychological consultants to work with IDPs after the latter
return to their villages and cities. Swiss Labour Aid (SAH) and the Swiss Agency
for Development and Cooperation (SDC) have also expressed interest in working
with Thaya Thiagarajah. 13.10.2009

Further information:

Palmyrah Nathalie Peyer

http://www.refbejuso.ch/agenda.html?load=3336&s=czowOiIiOw%3D%3D
http://www.refbejuso.ch/agenda.html?load=3336&s=czowOiIiOw%3D%3D
http://www.refbejuso.ch/agenda.html?load=3336&s=czowOiIiOw%3D%3D
mailto:quno1@quno.ch
mailto:Nathalie.Peyer@gmx.ch
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Campaign Against the

Export of War Materiel

Women Against the

Export of War Materiel

Further information:

Group for a Switzerland

without an Army

GSoA  Andreas Weibel

Export of Weapons, Peace and Sustainable Development
In anticipation of the 29 November vote on banning exports of war material the
alliance against the export of war material is organizing a large number of rela-
ted activities. The alliance includes many peace and development cooperation
organizations that belong to KOFF. Their efforts include informing the public about
the relationship between the export of weapons, peace and sustainable deve-
lopment. They also point to the fundamental contradiction between the interests
of the arms industry and those of development cooperation actors, as reflected
in their opposing activities. The spending on arms of developing countries results
in significant reductions in their state budgets for healthcare, education, and
social as well as environmental programs. Last year the developing countries
spent more than CHF 115 million for the purchase of war material from Switzer-
land. In the same period the Confederation invested CHF 180 million in bilateral
development cooperation programs in these countries. As a further concrete
example of such contradictory behavior the alliance points to the bombing of
refugee camps in Darfur by the Chadian Army equipped with Swiss Pilatus aircrafts.
Swiss aid organizations have been active in the very same refugee camps. In
view of its modest budget the alliance has not been able to place ads in news-
papers or to make a poster campaign. Full information is available on its web-
site. 15.10.2009

Geneva Peacebuilding Actors Retreat
On 8 October, the Geneva Peacebuilding Platform (GPP)’s Advisory Board conve-
ned for a one-day retreat. Acknowledging the Advisory Board as a single forum
bringing together all the major peacebuilding actors in Geneva, the retreat ai-
med to provide an adequate space for dialogue, critical learning and strategic
thinking. Also participating in the discussions were representatives from the
OECD-DAC (INCAF) and from the UK Department for International Development.

The retreat enabled a strategic dialogue on the conceptual and concrete challen-
ges of peacebuilding and statebuilding practices, as well as on the opportunities
and challenges raised by the UN Secretary-General’s report on Peacebuilding in
the Immediate Aftermath of Conflict. This inclusive approach grounded the discus-
sion in both field reality checks and policy-sensitive analysis, with practitioners
and donors attempting to think beyond the well-known operational gaps, to
debate less on mandates and semantics, and to work out instead proposals that
address substantive issues at micro and macro levels. Ultimately, participants’
perspectives coalesced around one fundamental aspect: the need to integrate
all the various sides of international intervention in a state-sensitive peacebuil-
ding approach that focuses more on issues and less on processes, that is aware
of possible tensions but that capitalizes on ensuing gains in social cohesion,
local ownership, and community resilience. 08.10.2009
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GPP

Further information:

GPP Frédérique Guérin

http://www.kriegsmaterial.ch
http://www.kriegsmaterial.ch
http://www.frauen-gegen-waffen.ch
http://www.frauen-gegen-waffen.ch
mailto:andi@gsoa.ch
http://www.gpplatform.ch
mailto:f.guerin@gcsp.ch
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SAD: Anomie &

Insurgency

Further information:

SAD Niklaus Eggenberger

SAD: Research Project on „Anomie and Insurgency“
The Swiss Academy for Development (SAD) has launched a research project into
the relationship between „normlessness“ (anomie) and individual disorienta-
tion in times of rapid social change and violent protest (insurgency) against an
established government, which may be legal or illegal, legitimate or illegitimate.
The SAD approach to the complex relationship between anomie and insurgency
involves both objective and subjective indicators, at the social macro level as
well as the individual micro level. The aim is to identify as early as possible
developments that put society at risk, helping to develop strategies that can
prevent the outbreak of violent conflict within a society.

The project is based on empirical field research in Nigeria, where violence has
taken various forms. Africa’s most populous country has been confronted for
decades by unrest and violent incidents. The number of armed militia groups has
been increasing steadily since the 1990s, notably in the Niger Delta. But the
north too is increasingly subject to violence. The extent to which factors that lead
to anomie are involved will be the subject of this project, which will be monito-
red by an international committee of experts.

The Academy has been carrying out applied research on anomie and young
people in transitional economies and developing countries for more than a deca-
de, producing pioneering studies based on a number of countries including
China, Bulgaria, South African and Russia. The collection of empirical data in
Nigeria will be assisted by local universities. 14.10.2009
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et non-violence

Peace and Non-

Violence Fortnight

Further information:

Eirene Suisse

Jérôme Strobel

Peace and Non-Violence Fortnight
The „Collectif pour la paix et la non-violence“ was founded in October 2008 by
20 organizations from French-speaking Switzerland and neighboring France, all
involved in the promotion of peace and non-violence. These include the demilita-
rization association APRED, Caux Initiatives of Change, EIRENE Switzerland, the
Group for Switzerland without an Army (GSoA), Peace Brigades International
Switzerland, Peace Watch Switzerland and Service Civil International, which are
all members of KOFF. The aim of the new umbrella group is to tap into synergies
and achieve greater visibility for the activities of the 20 members, notably by
improving public relations. The „Peace and Non-Violence Fortnight“, held between
the International Day of Peace (21.09) and the International Day of Non-Violence
(02.10), is one example. Its wide-ranging program included panel discussions,
workshops, films, conferences and meetings. One of the highlights, the „Peace
Meetings“ held on 26th of September in Geneva, included 15 workshops, film
screenings and an exhibition. The event provided a much appreciated opportuni-
ty for organizations active in this area to exchange views and make themselves
known to a wider audience. 19.10.2009

http://www.sad.ch/laufend/Anomie-und-Insurgency.html
http://www.sad.ch/laufend/Anomie-und-Insurgency.html
mailto:eggenberger@sad.ch
http://www.paix-nonviolence.ch
http://www.paix-nonviolence.ch
http://www.paix-nonviolence.ch/attachments/057_Dossier%20de%20presse%20complet.pdf
http://www.paix-nonviolence.ch/attachments/057_Dossier%20de%20presse%20complet.pdf
mailto:jerome.strobel@eirenesuisse.ch
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Interpeace

Interpeace Pre and Post Election Activities
in Guinea-Bissau
Following the assassinations of the President and the Head of the Military in
March 2009 and during run up to the Presidential elections in June 2009, Guinea-
Bissau experienced periods of violent tension between the military and political
elite.

During the current election period, the Interpeace partner program ‘Voz di Paz’
(Voice of Peace) implemented activities focused on maintaining peace during
this difficult time for the country. One highlight of the work was the event held in
the Bissau central stadium. The team, in partnership with religious and civil
society organizations, brought together all presidential candidates. The candida-
tes openly presented their political agendas and also made their formal and
public pledge for peaceful elections. The media in the country were mobilized to
support this further by communicating messages of peace, facilitating construc-
tive debates and transmitting factual information.

The team was recognized for their effective work during this tense period. They
have now been invited to extend peacebuilding consultations to establish an
advisory group of former leaders. Ex-ministers, civil and military leaders will
advise on solutions and will promote the concept of inclusive dialogue. This will
be in conjunction with the national level forum that will identify and select the
most pressing obstacles to peace. The team will also be engaging in a ‘listening
exercise’ with the military. This will connect the military with the peace building
process and particularly the implementation of security sector reform. By enga-
ging with the military in the peacebuilding process the Interpeace program will
be actively involving all groups in the current political setting. 08.10.2009

Further information:

Interpeace

Lisa Ross-Magenty
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IFF

Academic Exchange with Two Chinese Universities
A delegation of the Institute of Federalism (IFF) travelled to Beijing in mid-
October to participate in two workshops. Its two partners were the Peking Uni-
versity (Beida) and China University of Political Science and Law (CUPL). In the
workshop on „Vertical Power Sharing and Local Governance“ participants
addressed the Chinese debate on decentralization, the development of Swiss
federalism as well as questions regarding the division of competencies within
the State and democracy at the local level. Also discussed were partial political
autonomy at subordinate state levels for the maintenance of diversity in a larger
unit, federalism regarding the tax system and the role of democracy in relation to
the legitimacy and accountability of state leadership.

In the „Social Rights and Social Law“ workshop with the CUPL the discussions
considered social rights in a legal perspective. The definition of the position of

http://www.interpeace.org
mailto:ross-magenty@interpeace.org
http://www.federalism.ch
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Further information:

IFF Rekha Oleschak-Pillai

social law in the whole framework of the legal system should provide informa-
tion on its enforceability. Specific social rights and social security were also discus-
sed. The Chinese participants mentioned the great variations in insurance cove-
rage, law enforcement and corruption as the main problems. There is also a clear
divergence in insurance quality standards between the various Chinese provin-
ces. In this context there are parallels with the experiences and problems of
Switzerland. The Confederation has also experienced fragmentation with regard
to various social institutions and has faced on-going debates on the cost of
social security. 16.10.2009

Study Tour for Representatives of the
Government of Sudan
While Sudan prepares for elections due to take place in 2010 and for a referen-
dum on the secession of Southern Sudan in 2011, the authorities find themsel-
ves confronted with a number of challenges relating to the process and issues
involved, such as the drafting of a referendum law. In this context a delegation
of 15 representatives from various Sudanese member states paid a visit to Swit-
zerland on 4-11 October. The initiative came from Omer Awadalla, Director of the
Federalism Research and Capacity-Building Center in Khartoum, together with
the Permanent Mission of Sudan in Geneva. The purpose of the visit was to
show participants how Switzerland’s federal system and state institutions func-
tion.

The Political Affairs Division IV of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (PA IV,
FDFA) together with the Institute of Federalism in Fribourg prepared a three-day
program for the visitors. The delegation attended a lecture on the Swiss federal
system and another lecture covering topics such as the „secession“ of canton
Jura, the Swiss political parties and the Swiss election law. The PA IV also orga-
nized a meeting between the delegation, the Sudanese Ambassador at the Mis-
sion in Geneva and the Swiss interdepartmental coordination group „Sudan+“
which includes PA II, PA III, PA IV, the Swiss Agency for Development and Coope-
ration (SDC) and the Federal Department of Defense, Civil Protection and Sport.

These three days enabled the participants to familiarize themselves with Swiss
experiences and expertise in the areas of direct democracy and federalism. The
discussions during the various conferences and meetings generated a high level
of interest among members of the delegation. The three-day event clearly hel-
ped to further consolidate relations between Switzerland and Sudan. 11.10.2009
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PA IV

IFF

Further information:

PA IV Frank Schürch

News from Swiss Government Agencies

mailto:rekha.oleschak-pillai@unifr.ch
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/dfa/orgcha/sectio/pad/pad4.html
http://www.federalism.ch
mailto:frank.schuerch@eda.admin.ch
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PA IV: Dealing

with the Past

Further information:

PA IV Julia Gysel

PA IV Annual Conference „Dealing with the Past“
„We live with the past every day, for it is part of the present“. This saying sums
up the theme of this year’s Annual Conference of the Political Affairs Division IV
of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (PA IV, FDFA), which took place on
15 October and was dedicated to „Dealing with the Past“ (DwP).

Failing to deal with the past in an appropriate manner can cause conflicts to flare
up again. Through its worldwide commitment to DwP, Switzerland aims to pre-
vent this from happening. The conference, held at the Stade de Suisse in Bern
and attended by over 400 people, focused on the question how states can carry
out their responsibility to ensure that the wrongs of the past are investigated,
the perpetrators brought to justice, the victims compensated, and that similar
violations of human rights are not repeated.

In an opening speech Federal Councilor Micheline Calmy-Rey emphasized the
complexity of the subject and the importance of systematic and coherent efforts
to combat impunity. In another key address, the United Nations High Commis-
sioner for Human rights, Navanethem Pillay, stressed the responsibility of states
in DwP and the interdependence of peace and justice. In the discussions the
experts addressed the various aspects of DwP such as the search for truth,
combating impunity, compensating victims and preventing further conflicts and
violations of human rights.

The conference made it clear that DwP is above all an extremely complex and
often emotional process which requires a great deal of trust and sensitivity on
the part of all parties concerned. Efforts that Switzerland will continue to sup-
port. 15.10.2009

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo International Alert
A new report examining the potential of Uganda’s newly discovered oil reser-
ves was released this month by International Alert in Uganda. The findings
reveal that the country has a unique opportunity to harness the power of oil for
peace and development.

Conciliation Resources
International policy is unclear on how or whether to talk to non-state armed
groups. But it is seldom feasible to end conflict without talking to them. Conci-
liation Resources’ latest Accord policy brief     argues that engagement can end
violent conflicts and save lives. It gives useful guidance on the characteristics
of armed groups and on how to engage them at different stages of a peace
process.

International Partner Organizations

News from ten

international KOFF

partner organizations.

Akademie für

Konflikttransformation

Berghof-Center

CDA Collaborative

Learning Projects

Conciliation Resources

http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/depast.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/depast.html
mailto:julia.gysel@eda.admin.ch
http://www.international-alert.org/publications/pub.php?p=408
http://www.c-r.org/our-work/practice-policy/engaging-groups-policy-briefing.php
http://www.forumzfd.de/akademie.html
http://www.forumzfd.de/akademie.html
http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.c-r.org/
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European Centre for

Conflict Prevention

European Peacebuil-

ding Liaison Office

(EPLO)

Gruppe Friedensent-

wicklung (FriEnt)

GTZ

International Alert

Plattform Zivile

Konfliktbearbeitung

FriEnt
Human rights, conflict transformation and peace work are areas that have
developed in parallel, and which also in parallel have found their way into
development cooperation. In the latest FriEnt Impulse Focus article Michelle
Parlevliet calls for reflecting on the linkage between these sectors, and taking
them into account in the planning and implementation phases of development
cooperation.

Academy for Conflict Transformation
An introductory seminar on the theory and practice of mediation in an intercul-
tural context will take place on 27-29 November at the AZK Center in Königs-
winter. The training is organized by the Academy for Conflict Transformation     of
the Forum Ziviler Friedensdienst and the Institute for Peace and Democracy of
the distance learning University Hagen.

EPLO
In 2005 the European Union committed itself to shape its policies in a consis-
tent way with development objectives. Regarding the coherence of its com-
mitments, the EU focused specifically on 12 policy areas. In mid-September the
Commission presented its second report on Policy Coherence for Development
(PCD), in which it shows the progress made as well as the obstacles encoun-
tered at the level of implementation and the institutional imbedding of PCD.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo KOFF has organized five training courses on specific aspects of civilian peace-
building for 2009. For „Do no Harm“ (November 5-6) there are still a few
places available.

Go for Peace Information Evenings are scheduled on 3 Nov. in Lucerne and
25 Nov. in Zurich. The practice-oriented course for peace capacity-building co-
vers four areas: conflict diagnosis, communication, dealing with emotions and
reconciliation. The course lasts from February to June 2010 and comprises a
total of 14 days.

Women for Peace Switzerland together with Jewish Voice for a Just Peace
between Israel and Palestine (JVJP) and Amnesty International are organizing
a series of events with Molly Malekar, Director of the Israeli peace organi-
zation Bat Shalom. Lectures are to be given on „The effects of the Israeli
occupation on Israeli society“ between the end of November and early Decem-
ber in Zurich, Sursee, Basel, Biel and St. Gallen.

Events

This section gives

pointers to selected

events in Switzerland

pertaining to civil peace

building.

http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.gtz.de/de/index.htm
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.frient.de/materialien/detaildoc.asp?id=1185
http://www.forumzfd-akademie.de/de/node/2281
http://ec.europa.eu/development/services/dev-policy-proposals_en.cfm
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/KOFF/KOFF_Events/2009/KOFF_Trainings_2009.pdf
http://www.romerohaus.ch/kurse/go-for-peace.html
http://www.frauenfuerdenfrieden.ch
http://www.frauenfuerdenfrieden.ch/Agenda/agenda.html
http://www.batshalom.org
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The feminist peace organization cfd is launching its second Swiss campaign
„16 Days of Activism Against Gender Violence“ dealing with both direct
and indirect violence against women. Between the International Day for
the Elimination of Violence against Women (25 November) and the Internatio-
nal Human Rights Day (10 December) thousands of organizations worldwide
will call attention to violations of women’s rights and what is being done
about it. Contact: Amanda Weibel.

„Forgotten trauma – Counselling and support with traumatized children, ado-
lescents and adults in the context of migration“ is the subject of this year’s
National Conference of the „Support for Torture Victims“ Alliance. The
conference is being held at the Hotel Ambassador in Bern on 10 December.
Final registration date: 26 November.
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Radha Kumar (ed.):

Negotiating Peace

in Deeply Divided

Societies. A Set of

Simulations

Publications
Simulating Peace Negotiations in Deeply Divided Societies
Few educational tools have the learning value of simulations and role-plays.
Radha Kumar’s „Negotiating Peace in Deeply Divided Societies“ is the first publi-
cation that uses this wisdom to increase our understanding of the mechanics of
peace negotiations. It presents six simulations of peace talks in a context mar-
ked by violent ethnic or religious divide: two that replicate negotiations which
actually took place, two that envisage an imaginary state in ongoing negotia-
tions and two abstract exercises. Each simulation consists of a description of the
exercise with the core questions to be negotiated, a list of up to 21 negotiating
parties and their positions, a conflict backgrounder and timeline, as well as rele-
vant documents. The simulations have been chosen to cover different stages of
conflict resolution, from initial ceasefire negotiations to post-agreement reconstruc-
tion and reconciliation. Each is designed to bring about a deeper understanding
of specific aspects of peace negotiations such as the role of the international
community or the identification of make-or-break confidence-building measures.
This tool helps negotiators, peace-building personnel and students to test the
complex realities of peace negotiations in divided societies on safe ground.

20.10.2009

http://www.cfd-ch.org
http://www.16tage.ch
mailto:amanda.weibel@cfd-ch.org
http://www.torturevictims.ch/index.php?id=5
http://www.torturevictims.ch
http://www.sagepub.com/booksProdDesc.nav?prodId=Book233275&
http://www.sagepub.com/booksProdDesc.nav?prodId=Book233275&
http://www.sagepub.com/booksProdDesc.nav?prodId=Book233275&
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Transitional Justice Database Project
The Transitional Justice Database Project (TJDP) at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison collects publications about transitional justice issues such as truth com-
missions or reparation mechanisms since 1970 and provides an updated data-
set. The range of resources available on the TJDP website is impressive since it
contains over 2000 references of scholarly work. Moreover, the online dataset
can be easily searched thematically and alphabetically by authors. Thus it is a
useful tool for anybody looking for publications on a particular transitional justice
mechanism or on a specific country.

One of the goals of the project is to allow drawing broader cross-case conclusi-
ons on the impact, effectiveness of and conditions for transitional justice mecha-
nisms in a field that is mainly case-study based. However, it is unclear how this
compilation of publications can avoid case specificity. It still offers a good star-
ting point to extend the knowledge about transitional justice issues. 21.10.2009

http://users.polisci.wisc.edu/tjdb/bib.htm
http://users.polisci.wisc.edu/tjdb/bib.htm
http://www.swisspeace.org/koff
http://www.swisspeace.org/
mailto:christa.dold@swisspeace.ch
mailto:newtrim@fastwebnet.it
http://www.eda.admin.ch
http://www.alliancesud.ch
http://www.demilitarisation.org/
http://www.bahai.ch/
http://www.bruecke-lepont.ch/
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http://www.cfd-ch.org/
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